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PRINCIPAL ELEMENTS OF LATTICES OF IDEALS1

p. j. McCarthy

Abstract. The notion of principal element of a commutative

multiplicative lattice was introduced by Dilworth. In this note

the principal elements of the lattice of ideals of a commutative ring

with unity R are characterized as those ideals of R which are finitely

generated and locally principal ideals. It follows that a regular ideal

of R is a principal element of the lattice of ideals of R if and only

if it is invertible.

In [3], Dilworth introduced the notion of principal element of a

commutative multiplicative lattice L : an element M of L is a principal

element of J if

(A(~\B:M)M = AMC\B   and   (A \J BM):M = A:M \J B

for all elements A and B of L. Dilworth showed that a principal ideal

of a commutative ring with unity P is a principal element of the

lattice J(P) of ideals of P, and he extended the Krull principal ideal

theorem to principal elements of a Noether lattice [3, Theorem 6.4].

Throughout this note, let P be a commutative ring with unity.

It is natural to ask which ideals of P are principal elements of L(R).

Dilworth [3, Theorem 7.1 ] showed that if P is a unique factorization

domain, then every principal element of P(P) is a principal ideal of

P. Bogart [l, Corollary 2.1] and Johnson [8, Corollary 1.5] showed

that this is also the case when P is a Noetherian local ring. On the

other hand, as Dilworth pointed out, if P is a Dedekind domain,

then every ideal of P is a principal element of L(R). Janowitz [7]

determined those rings which have this property; they are the

Noetherian multiplication rings.

It is well known that an element of a Noether lattice is principal

if and only if it is principal in every localization. This is true of every

multiplicative lattice which has a suitable localization theory, i.e.,

for which the assertion of [9, Proposition 4] holds. Combining this

with the result of Bogart and Johnson, we see that if P is a Noetherian

ring, then an ideal of P is a principal element of L(R) if and only if
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it is a locally principal ideal. In this note we shall generalize this to

rings which are not necessarily Noetherian.

It follows from our main result that the principal elements of

L(R) play the same role, in a sense, as the invertible ideals of R. In

fact, it has been known for several years that if R is an integral do-

main, then a nonzero ideal of R is a principal element of L(R) if and

only if it is an invertible ideal of R. The necessity is clear. On the

other hand, if M is an invertible ideal of R and if B is any ideal of

R, then (B : M)M = BC\M and BM:M = B. Since L(R) is modular,

this implies that if is a principal element of L(P)  [2, Theorem l].

The first step in proving our main result is to extend the result of

Bogart and Johnson to rings which are not Noetherian. The proof of

the following theorem was suggested by the proof of [6, Satz l].

Theorem 1. Let R be a semilocal ring inot necessarily Noetherian).

If M is a principal element of i-(P) such that 0: M is contained in the

Jacobson radical of R, then M is a principal ideal of R.

Proof. Let Pi, • • • , Pk he the maximal ideals of R. ¥ori = 1, • • • ,

k, (P<ilf):Af = 0:M4-P<ÇPf, so that PiM^M; choose b¡EM,
bi^PiM. Further, for i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k, choose oiGlXy«"P¿! a^Pi.
Set a= £|=i afii. If, for some i, aEPiM, then aibiEPiM; in this

case, since (oi)4-Pi = P, we have (&,•) =iaibi)-\-PibicZPiM. Thus,

a(£PiM for i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k. Since aEM we have (a) = ((a):M)M and

consequently (a):M %Pi for i = l, ■ ■ ■ , k. Therefore, (a):M = R,

i.e., M=(a).

If R has a single maximal ideal, then either 0: Af is contained in

that maximal ideal or 0 : M = R. Hence we have the

Corollary. If R is a local ring (not necessarily Noetherian), then

every principal element of L (R) is a principal ideal of R.

Theorem 2. An ideal M of R is a principal element of L(R) if and

only if M is finitely generated and MRp is a principal ideal of Rp for

every maximal ideal P of R.

Proof. Suppose that M is finitely generated and MRP is principal

for every maximal ideal P of R. Then, for all ideals A and B oí R, and

for each such P, (A HB :M)MRP = (A Mi\B)RP. Hence (AC\B:M)M

= AMi\B. Likewise, the other required equality holds. Conversely,

suppose that M is a principal element of L(R). By a result of Janowitz

[7], M is finitely generated. Let P be a maximal ideal of R. Let A'

and B' be ideals of Rp, and A and B their respective contractions to

R. Then,
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(A' r\ B':MRp)(MRp) = (A C\ B:M)MRP = (AM f\ B)RP

= A'(MRp) H B',

and the other required equality holds, showing that MRP is a

principal element of L(Rp). By the corollary to Theorem 1, MRp

is a principal ideal of Rp.

An ideal of P is called regular if it contains an element which is

not a zero divisor in P. We can use the connection between the in-

vertible ideals of P and the ideals of P which are locally principal

ideals [4, Teorema 1.1 ] to obtain

Corollary 1. A regular ideal of R is a principal element of L(R)

if and only if it is invertible.

The next corollary contains [9, Theorem 2]; here "Prüfer ring" is

used in the sense of Griffin [5].

Corollary 2. A ring R is a Prüfer ring if and only if every finitely

generated regular ideal of Risa principal element of L (R).

Our final corollary is also an immediate consequence of the theorem

of Dilworth mentioned earlier.

Corollary 3. If R is Noetherian, and if M is a principal element of

L(R), then every minimal prime divisor of M has rank at most one.

The proof is the same as that of [4, Proposizione 1.2 ].
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